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PEDIGREED STRAIN 
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The Most Universally Useful Garden Flower 

In Bloom For Months Easily Grown Anywhere —o— 

Hardy Practically Everywhere 

HARROLD’S PEDIGREED STRAIN PANSIES, the result of over forty-five 

years of horticultural experience and extensive breeding, afford you the very 

ultimate in quality with this universally popular, easily grown garden flower. They 

will stand 10 to 15 degrees of freezing without protection and when given light 

protection, such as is given other perennials in your climate they are hardy in any 

part of the United States and most of Canada. 

The blooming season of HARROLD’S PEDIGREED STRAIN PANSIES can be 

extended over a season of at least six months in most places and all year in many 

favored localities. American bred and grown for our American gardening conditions 

and taste, they afford you the finest strains from which may be obtained outstanding 

results. Naturally your local climate and the care you give to their culture will 

determine these results, probably nearly as much as the strain quality and variety, 

but pleasing results may be obtained more casily with the best strains even where 

conditions are not ideal. Bred and distributed for more than 30 years to the critical 

professional florist and nursery growers of the world, HARROLD’S PEDIGREED 
STRAIN varieties offer you seeds with which to obtain the best results under a 

given culture. 

WHEN TO PLANT PANSIES 

The largest Pansy flowers are produced on plants that are from seeds sown in 

late July, August and early September and transplanted in October or November 

so as to become established after transplanting before winter. These give the very 

largest flowers early the following spring. They may be planted and transplanted 
later in the warm Southern States where they may be grown as a winter flowering 

plant. July planting, however, is advisable where winters are long and severely 

cold. Planting too early is little advantage and where the weather is really hot some 

difficulty may be experienced in obtaining good germination unless considerable care 

is taken. Pansies may also be planted indoors in January and February for plants 

that will be set outside in early spring for late spring and summer flowers. Also the 

seeds may be planted where they are to bloom in April or May for plants that will 

give their best flowers during the summer and fall months. In fact, in most climates, 

Pansies may be had in flower during the entire flowering season; from that of the 

earliest bulbs in spring until after frost in the fall. Our packets of seeds are liberal 

in quantity so that each gives you enough seeds of a variety to fill out your require- 

ments for a home garden for an entire season. Our booklet ‘‘MODERN PANSIES’’ 
that accompanies all orders for seeds or plants gives complete information needed 
for your success with Pansies. 

SELECTING THE VARIETY YOU WISH TO GROW 

We ofter here a most complete selection of Pansies, probably the most varied 

selection available from a single growing specialist in the United States. Each 
variety has its own characteristics although each is of the highest quality we know 

how to produce in its individual class. In mixtures the price range to some extent 

is an index to the capabilities of the variety as to size of the flower and richness of 
the color range. The more expensive varieties are more highly bred and so more 
costly to produce. There are colors and combinations in these sorts not to be found 
in the cheaper varieties. In so far as the quality of the seeds is concerned, however, 
this is always the highest that can be produced in all Harrold’s Pedigreed Strain 
varieties. We never grow seeds down to a price but always price to a quality. 

In bedding mixtures we consider our Harrold’s Pedigreed Giant Art-Shades to 
be the largest flowered. Flower type is predominantly ‘‘Exhibition’’ meaning that 
the center blotch is less than half the area of the flower and that this is surrounded 
by wide bands of lighter colors; sometimes twe or more, This tyne also carries 
some ‘‘self’’ colors (solid colors) as well as pastels with penciled centers and the 
duo-tone types. Color tones are light and brilliant. Our Harrold’s Pedigreed Giants 
(the parent of the Harrold’s Pedigreed Giant Art-Shades) is a variety which is 
older therefore a little less modern in size and color. The color range is, however, at 
variance with that of its progeny. 

Our Harrold’s Pedigreed Swiss Giants we consider to be the finest available 
sort of ‘‘Fancy type. This type is distinguished by its large center blotch (some- 
times covering more than three-fourths of the flower area) and the narrow band of 
color around the blotch. Shades usually run much darker than the Exhibition types 
because of the larger blotch and the near absence of the self colors, Also this type 
stock carries more reds, blues and bronze shades and less of the brilliant yellows 
and pastels found in the Exhibition types. The color blend of the two types is 
sufficiently different to make the use of both advisable for full variety. Our 
Harrold’s Improved Swiss is more closely held to the original Swiss strain coloring 
with a bit smaller flowers and less varied range. They are improved over the 
original Swiss strain as imported from Europe in that they have been bred to 
better meet our American growing conditions. 

Formal colors are of use only where beds are set to a planned color scheme. We 
have offered here the very cream of these colors and those that may be classed as 
truly Giant. In growing this group it must be remembered that no separate color 
Pansy grown from seed can be depended on to be 100% true to color or marking 
and so it is always necessary that transplanting be done into selection beds from 
which true color and type plants are selected for the final display bed. The care in 
this selection depends on the uniformity desired and the color used but for such 
work it will be necessary to grow from twenty to fifty percent more seedlings than 
will be used in the final planting. Our stock is as true as any we know of in this 
respect but the condition is universal 

The novelties are either new and unusual or special purpose varieties which 
“most any fancier will find of interest to grow. Each is described here and so other 

them to you for their interest and usefulness we refer you to 

Bridge St. & Lower River Rd. P. O. Box 29-R. GRANTS PASS, ORE. 

Our 1949 Introduction 

C.W. HHarrold’s Private Blend 

Specimens Pictured In Color Are From This Seed 

C. W. Harrold, the founder of our firm is still actively in charge of our breeding 

work and seed production at the age of 78. He has been working with Pansies for 

about 50 years and is the oldest living specialist breeder of Pansies in the United 

States now actively producing seeds and plants commercially. These are his babies. 

They are the finest selections of types for bedding found in a single mixture today 

and he has drawn on our best strains and breeding work to blend this all type 
mixture. We believe it to be the ultimate in a general mixture today. 

As may be seen from the natural color photo the color and type range is most 

varied. In fact there is probably over 800 colors, color combinations and markings 

in this blend. It contains many new shades and markings not found in our other 
sorts and as always the plant and flowering habits are the ultimate. The results 

will be outstanding when given suitable culture. 

SEED PRICES: Per packet, about 300 seeds, $3.00; 4, 0z., about 700 seeds, 

$5.00; 7, 0z., $9.00; 1% oz., $15.00; 14 oz., $25.00. 

PLANTS: These may be offered this fall but it is not certain they will be. If 

they are list will appear in our September edition. 
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HARROLD’S 
OUTSTANDING NOVELTIES 

HARROLD’S GIANT ATOMIC DAWN 

A small, pre-introduction sale of this new sort last fall indicates that this may 
become one of our most popular items. While the fiower size is not as large as our 

mixtures recommended for general bedding it produces such unusual colors that 

many gardeners are going to be enthusiastic about it on that account. Flowers are 

of many shades including soft pink, lavender, delicate blue, light gold, poly-chrome 

bronze and many pastel shades. Markings are penciled and light blotches as well as 

some Exhibition type blotch. Many flowers are heavily ruffled. SEED PRICES per 

packet, about 200 seeds $4.00; +; 02z., $8.00. 

HARROLD’S PEDIGREED NOVELTIES 

These are a blend of seeds grown from NEW TYPES in our breeding depart- 

ment. While they do have a large number of the better types from the other 
Harrold’s Pedigreed Varieties many unusual new types are included that are still 

in the development stage and have as yet not been incorporated into any of the 

regular strain varieties. Recommended where the most varied and unusual is 

desired. SEED PRICES per packet, about 500 seeds, $4.00; ;,0z., $10.00. NO 

PLANTS of this variety will be available this year. 

HARROLD’S SUNSET GIANTS 

Our outstanding 1944 novelty introduction. Sunset shades of orange, red and 

gold. Giant in size the markings range from blotched to ray types with some yellow 

selfs. Shading is brilliant and a bed of these is sure to attract much attention. 

SEED PRICES per packet, about 500 seeds, $3.00; +; 0z., $8.00. PLANT PRICES: 

ready after Oct. 1st., 25 for $3.00; 50 for $5.00; 100 for $8.00 postpaid. 

HARROLD’S PEDIGREED POT PANSIES 

A short, compact growing type adapted to pot or porchbox growing. Flowers 
are large and color range is very brilliant. SEED PRICE per packet, about 500 

seeds, $2.00. Plants of this variety will NOT be available this year. 

PANSY NOVELTIES Continued in next column. 
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HARROLD’S PANSIES are noted for their ability to 

produce the largest flowers on desirable, compact 

plants. The color range has never been surpassed. 



HARROLD’S PANSY GARDENS & GREENHOUSES. 

HARROLD’S PANSIES ARE 
unsurpassed in size and color, 

texture, hardy and robust plant 

habit and long flower stems. 

They are just as easy to grow 

and are much more interesting. 

A SPECIMEN OF OUR 

HARROLD’S PEDIGREED 
GIANT ART-SHADES, An 
outstanding Exhibition var- 

iety. Size reduced 14. 

Outstanding Mixtures 

HARROLD’S 

PEDIGREED GIANT ART-SHADES 
We consider this to be THE FINEST EXHIBITION type of Pansy available 

today. With good culture the flowers are extremely large (we have had them five 
inches across in the seed production field). They flower very early and the color- 
ing is very brilliant. Normally there are over 500 color combinations and markings 

in this mixture with many pastels as well as pure deep colors. The markings, typ- 
ically Exhibition, range from self colors through the dainty penciled to the tri-color 
blotches having a veritable rainbow of color in a single flower. The plant habit is 

equally robust and this variety is hardy under reasonable treatment anywhere in 

the United States and most of gardening Canada. For mass bedding these are not 
excelled in their display because of the brightness of the color scale while selections 
from this mixture will give outstanding specimens for individual setting. The flower 
stems are long, usually being adequate for good bouquets, This variety is an im- 

proved progeny of our Harrold’s Pedigreed Giant variety. 

SEED PRICES: Per packet, about 500 seeds, $2.00; 7; 0z., $4.00; 1% oz., $7.50; 

YY, 0z., $13.00; 1/2 oz., $25.00; 1 oz., $45.00. 

PLANTS FROM OPEN FIELD BEDS: Ready after Sept. 15th — 25 for $2.50; 
50 for $4.00; 100 for $7.00; 250 for $12.50; 1,000 for $45.00 postpaid. 

- HARROLD’S” 
PEDIGREED GIANTS 

This outstanding ‘‘Exhibition’’ type was introduced by us in 1929 and has 
maintained its popularity throughout the years. Flowers are very large on compact, 

robust plants that produce a most varied range of bright colors. The flower markings 

are typical of the type with selfs, penciled and blotched centers and tri-color 

patterns of contrasting colors. Many flowers over 4 inches with good culture. 

SEED PRICES: Per packet, about 500 seeds, $1.50; ;; 0z., $3.C0; 1% 02., $5.50; 

1/4, oz., $10.00; 1% 0z., $18.00; 1 oz., $35.00. 

PLANTS FROM OPEN FIELD BEDS: Ready after Sept. 15th — 25 for $2.00; 

50 for $3.25; 100 for $5.50; 250 for $10.00; 1,000 for $35.00 postpaid. 

NOVELTY GROUP Continued 

HARROLD’S PEDIGREED CUT-FLOWER PANSIES 

We have two distinct types of these and depending on requirements either 

selection has a definite field. 

ORIGINAL STRAIN: This was our first type offered 15 years ago. Growth is 
rather low but under glass the flowers are large and on stems 8 to 12 inches 

long. The color range is about as varied as regular bedding types and the plant 
is just as hardy as the bedding varieties. Suitable for outdoor growing where 

the stems will be a bit shorter though satisfactorily long for bouquets, SEED 
PRICES: per packet, about 500 seeds, $2.00. PLANTS: after Oct. 1st., at the 

same price as our Harrold’s Pedigreed Giant Art-Shades. 

TALL SELECTION: These grow taller; up to 41 feet and stems are usually 10 
to 16 inches long and quite stiff. Color range is the best of any of the tall grow- 
ing strains and flower size is good under proper culture. The plants of this 

variety will freeze at temperatures below 20 above. Recommended out of doors 

only in mild climates, SEED PRICE: per packet, about 200 seeds, $3.00, NO 
PLANTS for sale, 
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HARROLD’S 
PEDIGREED SWISS GIANTS 

Our latest and finest ‘‘Fancy’’ type Pansy. The Fancy type has the typically 

large center blotch as shown in the picture at the bottom of this column, This vari- 
ety is the ultimate in flower size and color range on compact, sturdy plants. The 

flowers of heavy substance and velvety texture are brilliantly colored with many red 

and deep shades which are individually outstanding. Under good culture it is pos- 

sible to grow 43 inch flowers from this strain though in this respect it is not quite 
so large as Harrold’s Pedigreed Giant Art-Shades. For variety we suggest the use 

of both these varieties if you really want the maximum in display. 

SEED PRICES: Per packet, about 500 seeds, $2.00; ,, oz., $4.00; 1% oz., $7.50; 
VY, 0z., $13.00; % oz., $25.00; 1 0oz., $45.00. 

PLANTS FROM OPEN FIELD BEDS: Ready after Sept. 15th 25 for $2.50; 

50 for $4.00; 100 for $7.00; 250 for $12.50; 1,000 for $45.00 postpaid, 

HARROLD’S 
IMPROVED SWISS 

Where a ‘‘Fancy’’ type mixture is needed and price is a consideration this 

one is to be highly recommended. Not as good as our Harrold’s Pedigreed Swiss 

Giant of course, but it is not to be excelled by any strain we know of usually 

offered as ‘‘Swiss’’ in this price class. It is unusually suited in color, size and 

habit to the demands of the American Gardener. Flowers are of giant size, up to 

four inches and the color blend is especially rich. 

SEED PRICES: Per packet, about 500 seeds, $1.00; + 0z. $1.75; 1% oz. $3.00; 

Y% oz. $5.00; % oz. $9.75; 10z. $18.00 

PLANTS FROM OPEN FIELD BEDS: Ready after October First— 25 for 

$1.50; 50 for $2.50; 100 for $4.50; 250 for $9.00; 1,000 for $30.00. 

HARROLD’S 

This is a blended mixture; 80% is from ALL the Harrold variety originations 

and 20% is from the many other varieties which we grow or receive from other 

sources. This is a very useful general purpose mixture and is an outstanding value 

in the popular price range. Highly recommended for general bedding. Flowers are 

giant in size and the coloring is most varied. 

SEED PRICES: Per packet, about 500 seeds, $1.00; ;4 0z., $1.75; Y oz., $3.00; 

4, oz., $5.00; 44 02., $9.50; 1 oz., $18.00. 

PLANTS FROM OPEN FIELD BEDS: Ready after Sept. 15th — 25 for $1.50; 

50 for $2.50; 100 for $4.50; 250 for $9.00; 1,000 for $30.00 postpaid. 

Medern Pansies 
THEIR HISTORY, CULTURE & HABITS 

In order that you may grow Pansies easily and more satisfactorily we issue a 

comprehensive culture booklet under the above title. As far as we know, this is 

the most complete treatise on Pansy culture now in print comprising some 7,000 

words of text describing the history and habits of Pansies as well as the most 

minute cultural detail both for the home gardener and the commercial grower 
producing plants in quantity. This booklet is FREE WITH EVERY ORDER for 

either Pansy or Viola seeds or plants. Those desiring the booklet alone may obtain 

a copy by remitting TWENTY-FIVE CENTS IN COIN. It will be sent postpaid. 
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This Specimen was over Introduced in 1937, 

four inches in diameter. Harrold’s Pedigreed Swiss 

The strain is well balanced Giants have developed a 

in color, with fine form and high popularity. A typical 

size. Early flowering. fancy type. 
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PANSY SEEDS Continued 

HARROLD’S 

"FORMAL COLORS 
These formal colors are useful for borders or bedding where it is desired to 

carry out a color scheme or design. It should be remembered however that NO 

separate color variety is 100% true from seeds (usually from 80 to 90%) and that 

for a true color bed it will be necessary to eliminate off color plants, 

HARROLD’S AZURE GIANTS: The finest intensely blue Pansy. 

HARROLD’S GOLDEN GIANTS: Deep golden yellow with large velvety blotch. 

HARROLD’S RUBY GIANTS: Shades of deep red in the finest range. ; 

CORONATION GOLD: The finest pure yellow self. Slightly penciled or no marking. 

DELFT BLUE: Porcelain blue. A delightfully delicate shade. 

SWISS GIANT TYPE SEPARATE COLORS — 

ALPENGLOW: Select dark red shades. Harrold's Ruby is better. 

BLACK KING: The largest size, nearly black Pansy. 

BLUMLISALP: Soft pink and rose, velvety blotch. 

FIRE BEACON: Wallflower red-orange with velvety blotch. 

LAKE OF THUN: Sometimes listed as Thuner Sea or Ulswater Blue. A lovely 

bright blue with dark center. Harrold’s Azure is better. : 

ORANGE GIANT: Rich light orange self shaded apricot. Very attractive. 

PURE WHITE: The finest pure white. Fragrant and lightly ruffled. 

RASPBERRY ROSE: Soft raspberry pink, velvety wine colored blotch. 
RHEINGOLD: Deep yellow with dark blotch. Harrold’s Golden Giants better. 

SEED PRICES — Any of the above 14 varieties, per packet of about 500 

seeds, $1.00; +; 0z., $2.00; 1% oz., $3.50; 1% oz., $6.00. PLANT PRICES — those 

available will be listed in our September edition. 

Other American Varieties 
This group covers mixed color varieties which have had more or less popularity 

among American Gardeners. We offer these so that not only can you order our 
Harrold’s Pedigreed Originations but where desired you can include seeds of your 

favorite varieties and strains at the same time with maximum convenience. 

VARIETY Per 500 seed Pkt. 7; 0z. Yg oz. 

PANSY AMERICA: Early mixture. Good size and color. ...... $ .75 $1.50 $2.75 

ENGLEMANN’S GIANT: Of English origin. Dark and light 

BGG COL Janeen Sizes eee cen ase, ae =e rete ee eee nee a een cee enene eee 1.00 1.75 3.25 

GENEVA GIANTS: A select super-Swiss ‘pe PT DO ee | Ese 1.00 1.75 $.25 

JUMBO MIXED: (Steele) Harrold grown first generation from 

OVIRINASOT BR) BLOCK sBGGU cst rccaes sees exe ateee too cure over sone aawenantocaeeene 1.00 1.75 3.00 

MAPLE LEAF GIANTS: Robust compact plants. Dark color, -- 75 1.50 2.75 

ORCHID PASTEL MIXTURE: Variously offered as Butterfly 

or Hybrid Mixed. Light & pastel shades. Not large. ............ 2.00 3.00 5.00 

OREGON GIANTS: Mixed types as well as colors. Good size. .. -75 1.50 2.75 

SUPER MAPLE LEAF: Improved re-selection of M. L. -........... 1,00 1.75 3.25 

SCOTTISH EXHIBITION: A nice blotched blend. -........--......-.- 1.00. 275 3:25 
SUPER SWISS MIXED: Selected to 5 petal blotch. ~.. 1.00 1.75 3.25 

SWISS GIANT MIXED: A good 3 & 5 blotched type. .- 75 1,50 2.75 

DWARF SWISS MIXED: A dwarf selection Swiss type. LOO bmeiosao 

TRIMARDEAU GIANTS: A cheap bedding type mixture. .......- 700) 1.00/75 

IMPORTED PANSY SEED 
These few varieties come to us from the foremost European specialists. They 

are the finest varieties available in their respective class but most are smaller 

flowered and of less robust plant growth than our American varieties. For the 
fancier interested in types they will prove to be quite interesting and the separate 

colors are most useful in formal plantings as they come more true to color than do 

the newer separate color varieties listed earlier in this list. Hiemalis or Ice Pansy 

is desirable because of its extreme hardiness and early flowering habits. Most of 

these sorts are about half way between our modern American varieties and the 

Violas and Tufted Pansies in flower size and bloom as freely as the latter types. 
You will find many uses for them. 

VARTRTY Per 500 seed Pkt. 7; 0z. VY oz. 

BUGNOT’S SUPERB BLOTCHED: Dark shades & heavy blotch. $ .50 $1.00 $1.60 

CASSIER’S 3 AND 5 BLOTCHED: Many mauve and steel blue 

shades with 3 or sometimes all 5 petals blotched, —.............- -50 1.00 1.60 

ODIER’S GIANT BLOTCHED: Many red and bronze shades. 50 1.00 1.60 

ORCHID FLOWERED MIXED: Many delicate pastel shades. 

The flowers are not large but the coloring is interesting, ...... 1.00 2.00 3.50 

TRIMARDEAU GIANT BEDDING (French Type) 

ADONIS: Light blue with white eye. —... ieaeeareeceese .50 90 1.25 

CANDIDISSIMA: Snow white. 

CARDINAL RED: As named. Quite showy. . ee .50 90 1.25 

KING OF THE BLACKS: A fine black-purple. : Sasemnuer 50 90 1.25 

LORD BEACONSFIELD: Lower petals violet blue, upper ones 
Shading lavender to white at edges. Striking. = cee .50 90 1.25 

PRINCE HENRY: Rich dark blue. : Sac Aaseacceeeenae 50 90 1.25 

GIANT BEDDING (Holland type) 
ORANGE KING: Brilliant orange and apricot. : 75 1.25 2.25 
PURPLE GIANT: A deep royal purple of velvet texture. . F Ow Deb) 2320 
ST. KNUD: Deep orange yellow. —— ; A afhey BRA “ay 

HIEMALIS BEDDING (Ice Pansies) Blooms under the snow. 
BLUE BOY: Silver lilac as = .60 1.00 1.90 
CELESTIAL QUEEN: Brilliant sky blue. souk .60 1.00 1.90 
CLARET: A fine deep wine red : nneaese 60 1.00 1.90 
MARCH BEAUTY: Dark velvety purple. eS .60 1.00 1.90 
NORTHPOLE: Gilistening pure white Z 2 60 1.00 1.90 
ORION: Pure golden yellow. : 60 1.00 1.90 
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Primrcte Seed 

See our last edition for full list of these or ask for a copy. 

Bridge St. & Lower River Rd. P. O. Box 29-R. GRANTS PASS, ORE. 

FOR BETTER & LARGER BLOOM 
FEED YOUR PANSIES WITH 

andy - Yew 
In growing Pansies an adequate food supply is a prime essential to the 

production of the largest flowers and outstanding results. Some sort of 

fertilizer is practically a necessity with any normal garden soil and there 

is nothing that will excell the liberal use of cow manure. However, this is 
something not available to many gardeners so we have developed this 

product which we call HARROLD’S PANSY GROW. 

It is an entirely organic compound, practically odorless and carries 

the essentials that will give good Pansy growth and flowers when combined 

with soil of a reasonably good type for general gardening. No matter how 

excellent the strain quality of the Pansies you grow its use will result in 

improved flower size and texture and a more healthy, robust plant growth. 

Unlike water soluble chemical fertilzers this plant food is applied when 

the plants are transplanted into the bed where they are to grow and bloom 
and its effect will carry the plants through the entire blooming cycle instead 

of just over a few weeks as with the chemicals. One application per season 

should prove sufficient and on that basis it is economical in cost. A light 
application may be made when planting the seeds but this need not be 
heavy - a tablespoonful to two square feet. 

ECONOMICAL PRICES. 

HANDY HOME GARDEN PACKAGE: Enough for 50 plants, 75¢ post- 
paid; 250 plant size, $3.75 postpaid. 

BULK QUANTITY SIZE: 25 pounds, $6.25; 50 pounds, $10.00; 100 
pounds, $18.00. These sizes by express collect. 

Application is at the rate of 4 pounds per 100 square feet of bed (a 

plot 10 by 10 feet). It is just as valuable for Violas, Violets, Fuchsias, 

Lantana, Delphiniums, Columbine and many other perennials. Also desirable 
for porch boxes and as a plant food in potting soil for house plants because 
of the lack of odor. 
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Viola Seeds 
Violas are a very satisfactory companion to Pansies and in many instances they 

are most desirable. The following lists the finest sorts available today, all highly 

recommended. Culture is the same as for Pansies. 

SEEDS PER PACKET (about 500 seeds) $1.00; ;; 0z., $1.75. 

JERSEY GEM: The outstanding compact violet blue. 

LAVENDER GEM: Similar to Jersey but lavender blue. 

YELLOW GEM: The largest flowering golden yellow of compact habit. 

WHITE GEM: The finest large flowered pure white. Almost as large as Pansies. 

GEM VARIETIES MIXED: A mixture of the above 4 and others of this type. 

ADMIRATION: Large dark blue. 

APRICOT: Apricot yellow tinged orange. A striking color. 

ARKWRIGHT RUBY: Ruby red. Unlike most Violas they have a large blotch. .. 
BLUE ELF: Top deep violet shading lighter toward the bottom. Yellow eye. 
BLUE PERFECTION: Very popular purple blue. A good one. 
CHANTREYLAND: The finest pure apricot. Grand in mass planting. 
GUSTAV WERMIG: Long stemmed cut flower violet blue. 
ILONA: Rose shade, lavender tinge. 

IMPROVED SCOTCH BEDDING MIXTURE: Large flowered mixed. 
KING HENRY: NEW! Rich violet blue with small yellow eye. 
LUTER SPLENDENSE: The standard golden yellow. 

PAPILIO LIGHT BLUE: Light blue with white center. Penciled throat. 
WHITE PERFECTION: Large flowered pure white. Profuse flowering. 

-_— 
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This strain of hybrid Delphinium is without doubt the finest available today 

for the American garden and is sufficiently hardy to permit its culture in practically 
any section of the country. They come remarkably true from seed for stock of 
hybrid origin and the plants are more resistant to desease than any of the other 

large flowered strains. Not quite as tall as the English varieties (a definite ad- 

vantage in windy locations) the flower stems are tough and willowy, withstanding 
culture in exposed situations much better. The flowers are huge and the percentage 

of double flowers produced is very high when grown from our seeds. In fact we 
believe there is no better strain to be had. 

New crop seeds start becoming available in early July and many gardeners 
prefer to plant as soon after harvest as possible. If a cool cultural condition is 

possible germination should be good although these seeds are often somewhat 

eratic in their germination. We supply a free cultural leaflet with each shipment 
of these seeds. 

BLACK KNIGHT: Really dark shades of velvety texture. 
BLUE BIRD: A fine medium blue with white bee. 

BLUE JAY: A very intense, brilliant blue with dark bee. 

CAMELIARD: An exquisite pure lavender. Very striking. 

GALAHAD: The finest pure white ever produced. Heavy in double flowering plants 
and comes quite true to color for a white. 

GUINEVERE: A new pinkish lavender with white bee. Very fine. 

KING ARTHUR: Royal violet blue with white bee. Very large. 
LANCELOT: Pure lilac with white bee. 

ROUND TABLE: An exquisitely blended mixture of all the select colors. 
SUMMER SKIES: Light blue with an attractive white bee. 

Seeds will be shipped as soon after harvest as available. 

PRICE per packet, about 200 seeds $1.00; 3 packets (150 seeds each) $2.50; 

6 packets (100 seeds each) $3.50; 10 packets (100 seeds each) $5.00. 
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TERMS OF SALE 

See the order blank enclosed for full details on these. 

Remittance to the full amount of your order must be sent. We do not ship 
C. O. D. Stamps of 10¢ or smaller denomination will be accepted but not in amounts 
of more than 50¢. Prices are prepaid except where otherwise quoted. 

We do not guarantee culture or results and will in no way be responsible for 
the crop to an extent greater than the actual purchase price received. 


